Religious Bulletin
April 9, 1924.

Father Finnegan Tonight.
The sermon tonight will be on the Passion. Father Finnegan, who con­duced the Mission for Off-Campus students last fall, will preach.

Easter Confession Tonight.
Take care of your confession tonight, to avoid crowding the confessionals Thursday night and Friday morning. "Everybody out." Confessions will be heard during the sermon and after Benediction.

"Look you to It."
"According to Catholic principles frequent Communion is necessary for a virtuous life. I agree. But through my short experience at Notre Dame I have found that fellows after receiving Communion curse, tell immodest stories and the like, as if they thought they would be saved by Communion alone." -- Freshman questionnaire.

CALLS STUDENTS OF TODAY IRRELIGIOUS.
WASHINGTON, April 5. -- Mrs. Mabel Walker Willebrandt, assistant attorney general in charge of prohibition, assailed flippant students who waste their "golden youth in drunken parties" and the materialistic trend in modern education in an address today.

"The most alarming phase of modern education is that it has sacrificed spirituality in many of the larger nonsectarian universities to speed and scientific knowledge" she told her hearers.

"We must not forget,however, that the flippant group in each college makes a louder noise and receives more notice than the steady, reliable majority that forms the bulk of the young people and among whom are the hope and potential leaders of tomorrow.

"By spiritual replenishment, I mean simply developing the old-fashioned or at least some kind of religious life that is based upon conscience and a responsibility to God and a sense of responsibility arising from the belief that He wants to speak to the world through us.

"Only the flippant college man, unaware that on his shoulders rest the responsibilities of government of tomorrow, will waste his youth in drunken parties. Only the materialistic who has lost the spiritual union can yield to the orgy of lawlessness in the name of fun."
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